January Clearance of Griffin Hats

All lines in which sizes are incomplete—all discontinued lines are now GREATLY REDUCED

If you need a soft hat these are real bargains.

SOFT HATS

$1.85 reduced from $4

$2.85 reduced from $5

$3.85 reduced from $6

GOLF CAPS 69c

reduced from $1.50, $2.50

Every hat or cap is from our regular stock and is of Griffin high quality.

Geo. L. Griffin & Son, Inc. 
Hatters—Fortiers—Clothiers
368-370 Washington St. Boston

DRUNKERS MEET OPPOSITION AT N.E.C. MEETINGS

(Canceled from Page 1)

portion of the citizenship, renunciation, acquired the title.

Arrangements have been made between the heads of the college publications whereby publications will be conducted by those publications at their respective universities, to the interest of the student bodies in the prohibited question and to avoid the expense to the Eighteenth Amendment, and to determine student opinions on these questions. Special effort toward cooperation among the various colleges' publications will be made, so that the result shall reflect the views of the best men in the field of college journalism.

References by Publications

From the statements made before the House of the delegates it appears that very definitely the college influence has quite a few colleges toward the stopping of student drinking, the followings in the footsteps of Princeton, but not quite so far as Harvard. West in its anti-prohibition steps.

The college papers and other publications who have voted for prohibition, the great variety of views is not surprising, as the influence of the press, the importance of the subject, and the difficulty of the problem have all beenasesd to the resolution that their prohibition of the sale of liquor in the student body.